FRIDAY
NEWCHURCH
Y4 TAG RUGBY TOURNAMENT
On Tuesday, the whole of Year 3 and Year
4 were given the opportunity to take part
in the Warrington Wolves' Tag Rugby
festival at Shaw Street playing fields.
Schools from all over came to take part in
the event which gave the children the
opportunity to show off some of the skills
which they have developed in their PE
lessons this half term.
The children were split into six teams and
played 6 games each, scoring some
fantastic tries and displaying excellent
teamwork throughout. A fantastic day
was capped off by a visit from Wolfie,
much to the delight of the children.
Bailey: I enjoyed playing and I got the
award for the ‘most entertaining player’!
Heidi: I liked playing and I
even scored a try.

YEAR 2 UPDATE
What a busy term year 2
have had! During book week, we made
puppet shows of Shakespeare's A Midsummer Night's Dream that we
performed to Reception. In maths, the
children have been showing off their
amazing arithmetic skills to create their
own party planning companies whilst
working with money. They have also been
using their capacity skills to create their
own magic potions using lots of strange
ingredients, including dragon's blood,
inky slime and troll bogies..ewww!! We
have recently started looking at 'Where
we Live' in Geography, focusing on
continents of the world and in Design and
Technology we are researching and
designing our own boats, which will be
setting sail before we break up for the
Easter Holidays. As you can see it’s been
an exceptionally hectic but fun term and
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5th April 2019
this is just a snippet of what we have
been doing.
Alexandra: I liked doing the puppet
show because it was quite creative and I
liked it so much when reception came in
to watch us and show them how creative
we were.
Remi: I enjoyed when we made the
magic potions because I liked mixing all
the different things, especially the troll
bogies, I thought that was funny.

Y5 EASTER JOURNEY TRIP
Year 5 were recently invited to St John
the Baptist Church in Newton-Le-Willows
to visit their ‘Easter Journey’. Rev.
Stafford and his team taught the children
all about the final days of Jesus’ life and
the children enjoyed the practical
activities which enabled them to imagine
the setting more clearly. Mr Tattersall
was extremely proud of the behaviour
and respect shown by the children whilst
in church.
Oliver: It was really fun and fascinating
and we got to do lots of activities.
Izzy: I really enjoyed making clay
models about the things we might be
worried about. We also got to re-enact
the Last Supper.
CULCHETH LIBRARY LEGO CLUB
Second Tuesday in every month
3.30 - 4.30pm
9th April, 14th May, 11th June, 9th
July, 13th August, 10th September,
15th October, 12 November,
17th December 2019.
They also have a large collection of
"Create the World" Lego cards,
"lovingly" sorted into numerical order
to help children complete their books.
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If you have any concerns about Child Protection or Health and Safety,
Please contact school

SCHOOL DIARY DATES
8.4.19

Easter Bingo (SOLD OUT)

30.4.19

Y3 People’s History Museum
trip

1.5.19

Parents’ Evening

13.5.16.5.19

KS2 SATS WEEK

23.5.19

Summer Disco

28.6.19

PTA BBQ

4.7.19

Y6 Play CHS

10-11.7.19

Y4 Beeston

12.7.19

Y6 Prom (arranged by
parents)

9-11.10.19

Current Y5 to Kingswood

To help with family financial planning, please be aware,
pupils in Year 5 will be going to Kingswood in October
and Y4 will be going to Beeston in July.
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Please remember to telephone school if your child is
unwell so that such absences can be recorded as
unauthorised. If permission is not given for a holiday or
we are not informed of the reason for an absence, it will
have to be recorded as unauthorised. Thank you.
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Have a lovely weekend.
Mrs Lawrenson

